
JUNE CLUB MEETING 

The next Wright Flyers club meeting will be 

Tuesday June 25, 2013 at 6:00 pm at the WF 
field. Note the earlier time. Hot dogs and drinks, 

etc. will be provided following the meeting.  
 

MINUTES OF THE MAY MEETING 

  The WF meeting was called to order by 

President Bob Chase on Saturday, May 25th, 

2013. There were 9 members in attendance. 

  Bob Chase read the minutes from the April WF 

meeting in gale force winds and they were 

accepted as read. 

  The Treasury Report given by Treasurer Andy 

Yurkovich and accepted as read. 

 

Old Business: 

  Field improvements to be completed by the 1st 

of June.  

  The next WF meeting to be at the WF field on 

Tuesday evening 25 June 2013, at 6:00 pm. 

  Tree removal has not started yet and trees still 

have not been marked. 

  Spot-a-pot still need cleaning. Bob to take 

pictures of its condition. 

  Field rolling is still in the works. 

. 

New Business: 

  Bob Chase purchased a surplus picnic table for 

under $30 from Plublic Surplus. 

  Andy Yurkovich has WF stickers for all 

members, just let him know which of the two 

color schemes you want. 

  Bob Chase would like to assess the need for a 

bulk fuel purchase. If you need fuel, let Bob 

know. 

 Stamps.com was discussed, but no real need was 

found. 
 

Meeting adjourned and good food was enjoyed. 

       June 2013 

TIPS & Tricks       

 
Yours truly showed off a new folding PVC pipe 

plane stand. The plane stand is a modified version 

of one that I found in photos on the internet. 

  
AUTOPILOT? 

 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
"To succeed in life you need three things: a 

wishbone, a backbone and a funnybone." Reba 

McEntire. 
 

BLURB 1 

  A lonely stranger went into a deserted restaurant 

and ordered the breakfast special. When his order 

arrived, he looked up at the waitress and asked, 

"How about a kind word?" The waitress leaned 

over and whispered, "Don't eat the meat." 

WRIGHT FLYERS CLUB IS AN ASSOCIATE 

MEMBER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

RECREATION AND PARKS OF BALTIMORE 

COUNTY 



HAPPY BIRTHDAYS 

Charles Boecker      -    July 4 

Joel Greer                       -     July 5 

Leonard Pinnisi             -   July 10 

Jeffery Timbs                 -      July 10 

Chi Tran       - July 11 

David Kosko        -   July 16 

William King                 -    July 19 

Nathan Smallwood      - July 29 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 7/10/2013 - 7/14/2013 - WARBIRDS OVER 

DELAWARE. Sponsored by Delaware R/C Club. 

Site: Club Field in Lum's Pond State Park, 

Kirkwood, DE. Visit: www.delawarerc.org   

 7/27/2013 - LOUDOUN CO. 14TH ANNUAL 

ELECTRIC FLY IN. Sponsor: Loudoun County 

Aeromodelers Association. Site: Club field, 

Leesburg, VA. Visit: www.lcaa.org  

 8/17/2013 - NVRC BI-PLANE CONTEST. 

Sponsor: NORTHERN VA RC CLUB INC. Site: 

Club Field, Fairfax, VA. Visit: 1nvrc.org. 
 

BLURB 2 

  A lecturer teaching medicine was giving a class 

on 'Observation'. He took out a jar of yellow-

colored liquid. 

  "This", he explained," is urine. To be a good 

doctor, you have to be observant to color, smell, 

sight and taste." After saying this, he dipped his 

finger into the jar and put it into his mouth. 

  His class watched on in amazement, most, in 

disgust. But being the students that they were, the 

jar was passed, and one by one, they dipped one 

finger into the jar and then put it into their mouth. 

  After the last student was done, the lecturer 

shook his head. "If any of you had been observant, 

you would have noticed that I put my 2nd finger 

into the jar and my 3rd finger into my mouth."  
 

TIP OF THE MONTH 

Optimize Your Fuel System for Best Engine 

Performance (Part 5 - continued from May 

newsletter)    By: John Pavlick 

 

Figure 6: A pressurized Uniflow 3-line system in 

operation. The adjacent clunks of the pressure 

and feed lines are in the same position relative to 

the fuel mass. This ensures a consistency of 

pressure with respect to both lines. This, 

combined with the check valve shown in the 

second illustration, dramatically improves the 

consistent delivery of fuel to the engine in all 

attitudes. 

              
UNIFLOW THEORY OF OPERATION 

  To understand how the Uniflow system works, try 

to think of it as a “balanced” system whereas the 

conventional tank arrangement is inherently 

unbalanced. Remember how the fuel mass affects 

the pressure in the feed line? In a Uniflow system, 

the fuel mass does not directly affect the pressure in 

the feed line. It’s not magic, it’s physics. 

  All Uniflow systems require three lines. The line 

at the top of the tank is always plugged during 

normal operation. That leaves the two clunks for 

pressure and feed. Now, since both of them are at 

the same level in the tank (the bottom, whatever the 

aircraft’s attitude) the fuel mass is exerting equal 

pressure on both of them. It’s trying to push fuel 

out both of the lines, but atmospheric pressure is 

trying to push it back in. Remember for fuel to 

flow, there must be a pressure differential. Since 

the pressure on both lines is the same, no fuel will 

flow. 

  Now, when the engine starts, the vacuum in the 

carburetor throat creates the pressure differential 

the same way it does with a conventional tank 

system. There is now atmospheric pressure on the 

pressure line and a vacuum on the feed line. Since 

the pressure always wants to be in a state of 

equilibrium, fuel will flow out of the feed line into 

the carburetor. If you apply muffler pressure to the 

pressure line, the pressure in the feed line is exactly 

the same! This is very different from the way the 

conventional tank arrangement works, due to one 

important thing: the fuel mass. 

  I’ll say it again: in the Uniflow system, the 

pressure caused by the fuel mass does not affect the 

pressure in the feed line. The fuel mass is taken out 

of the equation. This means that you can set your 

needle valve for optimum performance (allowing 

for prop unloading of course) and still be assured 

that the level of fuel in the tank will not affect the 

mixture. No more rich/lean conditions during the 

flight. Well if it’s so good, why isn’t it as popular 

as the conventional two- and three-line systems? In 

http://www.delawarerc.org/
http://www.lcaa.org/
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all honesty, there are some tradeoffs along with the 

good. 
 

WHY A CHECK VALVE? 
  The most common problem you see with a 

Uniflow system is fuel in the muffler. It is very 

difficult for this to happen with a conventional 

tank setup because the pressure line is not 

submerged in the fuel (unless the airplane is 

inverted). This happens more easily in a Uniflow 

system because the pressure line is always 

submerged in fuel, and sometimes the pressure in 

the tank is higher than the muffler pressure. This 

condition occurs if you suddenly back off of the 

throttle. The easy solution is to use a check valve 

in the pressure line between the tank and the 

muffler. 

  This has the added benefit of allowing you to 

place a ‘T’ between the tank and the check valve. 

Run the ‘T’ to a fuel dot and you’ve got a good 

way to fill and drain the tank. Of course if you do 

this, you will experience a slightly rich condition if 

you suddenly close the throttle. It’s not a problem 

if you move the throttle stick as smoothly as you 

should. 

  Now if you’ve taken my advice on installing the 

check valve and the ‘T’ you’ll run into another 

issue. Filling the tank is no problem. The problem 

occurs when you try to empty the tank. The check 

valve opens and air leaks into the line, causing the 

fuel pump on your flight box to cavitate. This 

makes it nearly impossible to pump fuel out of the 

tank. To prevent this from happening I place a 

plastic or rubber cap over the muffler outlet when I 

drain the tank. This prevents air from entering the 

system and also keeps your plane from making a 

mess on the way home from the field. 
 

TIPS FOR SUCCESS 
  The Uniflow really helps with inverted engine 

installations. It is much more tolerant of the low 

carburetor position because the fuel mass does 

not create the potential for fuel to flow “down” 

toward the carburetor when the motor isn’t 

running. It is not entirely immune to the dreaded 

siphoning effect but it is much more resilient. 

Because of the unique pressure conditions in a 

Uniflow system, some details need to be 

considered when you plan your installation. 

  First, I recommend using a check valve in the 

pressure line, but only if you’re using an engine 

with a two-needle carburetor. An air-bleed 

carburetor has limited capabilities as far as 

controlling the idle mixture and you’ll end up 

with an extremely rich idle condition. This is 

because using the check valve really increases 

the system pressure. I have run inverted motors 

with an air-bleed carburetor with a Uniflow 

setup (no check valve) and they run much better 

than with a conventional two-line setup. The idle 

quality is improved tremendously. The only 

problem I’ve experienced has been fuel in the 

muffler (which translates into an over-rich 

condition/deadstick) after sudden throttle 

movements. Usually a combination of setting the 

idle speed a little bit higher and careful use of 

the throttle eliminates the condition. 

  So what’s the best choice for your airplane? 

Hopefully now you have enough knowledge to 

make that decision on your own. The best advice 

I can give would be to make sure you understand 

everything discussed thus far. If you don’t have 

confidence in something, then by all means don’t 

use it. If you’re still undecided here are a few 

simple guidelines: 

— Air-bleed-type carburetors should not be used 

in inverted-engine installations. If you must use 

an air-bleed carburetor on an inverted engine, the 

Uniflow system is the best choice. 

If the carburetor inlet is positioned higher than 

the fuel level, either type of fuel system may be 

used with good results. 

— You may use a check valve in the pressure 

line on either a conventional tank system or the 

Uniflow system to increase the overall system 

pressure. 

— The level of fuel in the tank affects the 

mixture in a conventional tank system. In a 

Uniflow system it does not. 

— The conventional two-line system is very 

simple to build and easy to install and operate. 

The Uniflow system requires more parts and 

careful installation. 

  Don’t be afraid to experiment with different 

things in order to achieve maximum performance. 

As always be safe – you don’t want to lose a 

model because of something unexpected! [END] 
 

BLURB 3 
TEACHER: Clyde, your composition on "My 

Dog" is exactly the same as your brother's. Did 

you copy his? 

CLYDE: No, teacher, it's the same dog. 

 



AT THE FIELD  

  The weather has broken and the sky is the limit. Below, Nate Smallwood concentrates on his Ultimate. 

Take note of the control throws in photo #2 and you’ll know why concentration is necessary. Nate also flew 

his 90+ mph Stringer. Far below, Allen Larsen has fun with his Sebart SU-29. This electric powered bird 

performs very well with Al at the controls.    

 

 
 Below, Lenny Pennisi enjoyed flying his new Reactor.  Lenny reports that despite its thin wing, the plane 

is able to fly amazingly slowly. Lenny also flew his electric SU-26 that day. Far below, Victor Madison 

flies his new swing wing F-14. It’s an electric pusher “flat foamy” that you need to stall a few inches above 

the deck on landing, so as to not damage the prop, as seen in the last photo. With the wings swung back the 

plane is far less stable and it rolls like a bullet. Wouldn’t this be a great club build project for this winter? 

 

 


